Tribal College Faculty and Staff: SAMPLE Focus Group Discussion Guide

What follows is a sample focus group discussion guide that can be used to collect information from tribal college faculty and staff about their interactions with students.

For supporting focus group materials such as recruitment tips, invitation e-mail templates, consent forms, profile sheets, and a comprehensive planning guide that outlines focus group staff roles and order of operations, visit [http://www.ccsse.org/focusgrouptoolkit](http://www.ccsse.org/focusgrouptoolkit).

Outcomes for the Tribal College Faculty and Staff Focus Group Discussion:

1. To learn about staff and faculty perceptions of Native American student needs and expectations.
2. To understand how staff and faculty see their role in helping Native American students succeed.
3. To understand the institutional strategies, policies, practices, and resources that impact the experiences of Native American students.
4. To understand what kinds of preparation and support staff and faculty receive and would like to receive to help them promote and support student success.
5. To understand staff and faculty perceptions of the impact of Native American culture in the student experience.

The Focus Group Session

A. Preparation

As participants enter, the coordinator should

a. Ask participants to sign in

b. Ask participants to sign consent form (if applicable)

c. Ask participants to fill out profile sheet/response sheet

d. Provide stipends (if applicable)

B. Overview of Focus Group Discussion

As focus discussion begins, the facilitator should

a. Introduce focus group staff

b. Explain purpose of focus group

c. Confirm that participants have signed the consent forms (if applicable) and reiterate that participants can stop participating at any point
d. Describe facilitator's role:
   - To ask questions and keep the group on track
   - Explain that discussion will move fairly quickly, even though people might have more to say about a particular topic

e. Describe participants' role:
   - To share experiences and opinions, both positive and negative
   - Explain that there are no right or wrong answers
   - Explain that everyone should participate in discussion

f. Explain logistics of discussion:
   - 90 minutes maximum
   - Arrangements for water and restroom break
   - Cell phones turned off

h. Introduce notetaker and if applicable, audio/video operators. Explain purpose of audiotaping/video recording/notetaking:
   - For the purposes of highlighting "student services staff voices" at this college
   - Explain that no names will be used in reporting
   - Give thanks from the college

i. Take questions from participants

C. Focus Group Discussion

Facilitator Tips:

a. Remind participants of the value of differing points of view:
   - Does anyone see it differently?
   - Are there any other points of view?

b. Probes (questions to elicit more detailed responses):
   - Would you explain further? Tell me more about that.
   - Can you give me an example of what you mean?
   - Would you say more?
   - Is there anything else?
   - Please describe what you mean.
   - Does someone have a similar/different experience?
[Provided below is a bank of example outcomes and questions which can be used to form your discussion guide.]

Background of, and general information about, participants
1. Participant introduction, including: a) name, b) how long you’ve worked at the college, d) area of responsibility.

Outcome 1: To learn about staff and faculty perceptions of Native American student needs and expectations.
1. From your perspective, describe the initial experience for students, including the admissions and registration process, assessment, academic and financial aid advising, etc.
   - What are the strengths of those processes? How do you know?
   - What are the areas in need of improvement? How do you know?
   - Are students asked about their tribal affiliation?

2. On a scale of one to five, with one being easiest and five being most difficult, how do you think students would rate their earliest experiences at your college with admissions and registration, assessment, advising and planning, and financial aid assistance? Do they feel a sense of belonging? Do they feel motivated to succeed at this college? Explain your answer.

3. How would you describe the students at this college? Their academic goals? Their challenges?
   - What helps or hinders their success at the college (such as jobs, family responsibilities, financial situation, lack of preparedness, other?)

4. What is the greatest challenge you face in meeting your students’ varying needs and expectations?

5. What do you believe is the single most important factor that helps students remain in school and achieve their educational goals?
   - If they weren’t to remain in school, what would cause them to leave? Distance between the college and their home? Reliable transportation? Limited access to a computer? Limited access to the Internet? Finances? Something else?

Outcome 2: To understand how staff and faculty see their role in helping Native American students succeed.

1. Thinking about your own role, what would you say are the most important things you can do to help students succeed? When you respond please begin by saying your role such as: “I am (an advisor....).”

2. How do you make Native American students feel welcomed at the college?

3. What would you say is (are) the most important thing(s) students can do to promote their own success? Inside the classroom? Outside the classroom?
4. Do you have any kind of an “early alert” referral system in place so that contact is made with students who miss class during the first three weeks (more or less) either by faculty or by advisors? If so, describe. In that system, what’s working well and what isn’t having the desired outcome?
   - If you do not have an early alert system what, if anything, would get in the way of putting a system like that in place?

For Staff Only
5. Do you require anything of students who choose to drop a class? Instructor signature? Meeting with advisor? Anything else?
   - If not, have you ever considered that? What, if anything, would get in the way of making that happen?

For Faculty Only
6. Do you see evidence of particular challenges with students turning in assignments late? Or not submitting assignments at all? Coming to class without completing readings? Skipping class?
   - Any other challenges? If so, how do you address this with the student? Do you reach out to the student? Do you do this in the first three weeks?

7. At this college, what role do faculty play in advising students? How much of your time would you say you spend advising students?
   - Do you believe you should be spending more or less time advising students? Explain your answer.

8. Thinking about your own classes, what would you say are the most important things you can do to help your students succeed? Inside the classroom? Outside the classroom?

9. What are your expectations for your students’ performance? In what ways do you communicate those expectations?

Outcome 3: To understand the institutional strategies, policies, practices, and resources that impact the experiences of Native American students.

1. What is the college doing to improve student retention and completion? Please elaborate.

2. If there is something the college is not doing that you believe could increase retention and completion, what would it be?
   - What, if anything (in your view), gets in the way of implementing the type of opportunities you are talking about?
   - What would make it possible for the kinds of opportunities you are talking about to occur?

3. In general, do administrators, faculty, and staff at the college currently look at/discuss data depicting the academic progress students are making?
   - If so, what information/data do you look at? Students’ rates of course completion, persistence from term to term, graduation and/or transfer, etc.?
   - What do the data tell you?
• How and in what settings do those conversations take place?
• Who is included in those discussions?
• What has been the outcome of those discussions?

4. From your perspective, how effective are the college’s current efforts in supporting the success of Native American students?
   • Has the college community discussed changes the institution might need to make in order to serve these students more effectively?
   • What steps, if any, does your institution take to assist in removing barriers to success?

5. What types of resources does the college have in place to help students who do not have money to buy food or have other financial challenges?
   • If there are college resources available, how is this communicated to students?
   • Do students approach you about what resources might be available or for help accessing resources?

Outcome 4: To understand what kinds of preparation and support staff and faculty receive and would like to receive to help them promote and support student success.

1. What, if any, training/learning opportunities does the college offer to help you increase your knowledge and skills so you can work more effectively to promote and support Native American students?

2. Is there any specific type of training/learning opportunity you would like the college to offer?

Outcome 5: To understand staff and faculty perceptions of the impact of Native American culture in the student experience.

1. From your perspective, what Native American cultural experiences does the college offer to students?
   • Is there a focus on learning/speaking a Native American language?
   • How does the college help students develop Native American identity and values?

2. From your perspective, how has the college impacted how students understand, interact, and communicate with their tribal community?
   • What about how they communicate with people from other cultures?

3. If you could suggest what you believe are the one or two most important things the college could do to improve the experience for Native American students regarding connecting to the Native American culture, what would you recommend?

4. From your perspective, how does the college, if at all, provide a holistic approach to student development (mind, body, and spirit)?
**Summary & Close**

1. Overall, what do you believe is the most important thing **the college** can do to help Native American students succeed?

   *Facilitator asks participants if they have any final questions or comments. Facilitator thanks them for their participation once more.*